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For a smooth finite cyclic covering over a projective space of dimen-
sion greater than one, we show that its group of automorphisms
faithfully acts on its cohomology except for a few cases. In char-
acteristic zero, we study the equivariant deformation theory and
groups of automorphisms for complex cyclic coverings. The proof
uses the decomposition of the sheaf of differential forms due to
Esnault and Viehweg. In positive characteristic, a lifting criterion
of automorphisms reduce the faithfulness problem to character-
istic zero. To apply this criterion, we prove the degeneration of
the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequences for a family of smooth fi-
nite cyclic coverings, and the infinitesimal Torelli theorem for finite
cyclic coverings defined over an arbitrary field.
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Introduction

The Torelli theorem says that: an isomorphism φ : Hn(X) ≃ Hn(X ′) between
the cohomology groups of two smooth projective varieties X and X ′ of
dimension n that preserves some algebraic structures (e.g. Hodge structures)
is induced by an isomorphism ψ : X ≃ X ′ of varieties. It is natural to ask
whether the map ψ that induces φ is unique up to a sign. This is equivalent
to the following question:

Question 0.1. For a smooth projective variety X, does the automorphism
group Aut(X) act faithfully on the cohomology group Hn(X)?

This question has been studied for some fundamental geometric ob-
jects. For instance, the classical Torelli theorem states that any smooth
projective curve of genus at least two is determined by its Jacobian vari-
ety. For analytic or algebraic K3 surfaces, the question has been settled
by Burns–Rapoport [4], Šapiro–Šafarevič [29] and Ogus [25], etc. Recently,
A. Javanpaker–D. Loughran [19] and the second author [5] independently
answered this question for complete intersections. We know very little about
Question 0.1 for other algebraic varieties. This article aims to investigate the
automorphism representation for finite cyclic coverings of projective spaces.
Our first main result is

Theorem 0.2 (=Theorem 3.7). Let C be the complex numbers, and let
f : X → Pn

C
be a smooth finite cyclic covering of the projective space with

n ≥ 2. Suppose that X is not a quadric hypersurface. Then any non-trivial
automorphim of X acts non-trivially on the cohomology group Hn(X,C).

For algebraic varieties defined over a field of positive characteristic, we
consider the natural automorphism representation on the étale cohomology.
The result of Theorem 0.2 lead us to the following analogous statement

Theorem 0.3 (=Theorem 5.5). Let K be an algebraically closed field
of positive characteristic, and let X be a smooth finite cyclic covering of
Pn
K with n ≥ 2. If X is not a quadric hypersurface, then the action of the

automorphism group Aut(X) on Hn
ét
(X,Ql) (l ̸= char(K)) is faithful.

We sketch the main ideas involved in above two theorems. The proof of
Theorem 0.2 mainly consists of two parts.

(1) Suppose that X is a very general complex cyclic covering of a projec-
tive space with dimX ≥ 3. IfX is not a quadric hypersurface, then the group
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of automorphisms of X consists of covering transformations, see Lemma 3.1.
The covering transformations act on Esnault–Viehweg’s decomposition of
the sheaf of differential forms (cf. (3.5.1)). Using the decomposition, we show
that the group of covering transformations acts faithfully on the cohomology
group, see Lemma 3.5.

(2) For an arbitrary smooth complex cyclic covering X of a projective
space, we use deformation theory to reduce the problem to a very general
cyclic covering. The key observation is the following statement of lifting of
automorphisms:

let (R, ξ) be a pro-representable hull of the deformation of a cyclic cov-
ering X of a projective space. Assume that σ ∈ Aut(X) is a finite order
automorphism which acts trivially on the cohomology group. Then one can
lift σ to an automorphism of (R, ξ).

The statement can be formulated in terms of equivariant deformation
theory. The proof of the statement relies on Bertin–Mézard’s work [3] on the
infinitesimal equivariant deformation and J. Wehler’s infinitesimal Torelli
theorem for complex cyclic coverings, see Theorem 2.5. In addition, when
the cyclic covering X has dimX ≥ 3, and X is not a quadric hypersur-
face, we show that Aut(X) is finite, see Theorem 3.4. Finally the result
of Theorem 0.2 follows from the specialization argument, see the proof of
Theorem 3.7.

We want to remark that the above methods does not apply to two-
dimensional cyclic coverings. The case of surfaces are proved separately in
Proposition 3.6.

Let K be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic, and let
X be a smooth cyclic covering of a projective space over K. Suppose that
X̄ is a smooth cyclic covering over the Witt ring W (K) of K with the
special fiber X. Then the geometric generic fiber of X̄ is isomorphic to a
complex cyclic covering of the projective space. The strategy of the proof of
Theorem 0.3 is to reduce the problem to complex cyclic coverings.

The reduction relies on the lifting of automorphisms on the special fiber
X. However, the deformation property in (2), which involves Hodge theory,
is not applicable in positive characteristic. The substituted input is the re-
sult (see Theorem 5.1) by the second author [26, Theorem 1.7]. The result
provides a criterion for the lifting of an automorphism on a smooth projec-
tive K-variety as a special fiber. In order to apply the criterion, we prove
the following two results:
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(A) For a family of smooth cyclic coverings of projective spaces π : X →
S, the relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequences

Ej,i
1 := Riπ∗Ω

j
X/S =⇒ Ri+jπ∗(Ω

•
X/S)

degenerates at E1-page.
(B) The infinitesimal Torelli theorem holds for X/K, namely the canon-

ical cup-product map

λp : H
1(X,ΘX/K) → Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp

X/K), Hn+1−p(X,Ωp−1
X/K))

is injective for some p, where ΘX/K is the tangent sheaf of X.
This article is organized as follows: Section 1 is a preliminary of cyclic

coverings. In Section 2, we review the (equivariant) deformation theory for
complex cyclic coverings. Then we verify the statement of (2), see Thm. 2.8.
In Section 3, we study of the group of automorphisms of cyclic coverings. At
the end of this section, we prove Theorem 3.7. Section 4 is devoted to the
proof of statements (A) and (B), see Thm. 4.5 and Thm. 4.7. In Section 5,
we prove Theorem 5.5.
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1. Finite cyclic coverings

Definition 1.1. Let K an algebraically closed field. Let Y be a smooth
proper K-variety. Let L be a line bundle on Y with a non-zero section
s ∈ Γ(Y,Lk) for some positive integer k. Denoted by D the effective divisor
of the section s. The data (L, D, k, s) determines a sheaf of OY -algebras

OY ⊕ L−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L−k+1
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The k-fold cyclic covering of Y branched along D is defined to be the variety

X := Spec

(

k−1
⊕

i=0

L−i

)

with the structure morphism f : X → Y .

The definition of the cyclic cover in our article is sometimes called the
simple cyclic cover. In general, a cyclic covering is a morphism f : X → Y
whose Galois group is a cyclic group. For the general studies we refer the
readers to R. Pardini’s work [27]. The definition and the properties that
presented in this section can be found in [1, §17].

Let L be the line bundle determining the cyclic covering X in Defini-
tion 1.1. Denote by V(L) := Spec(Sym• L∨) the total space of L with the
natural projection πL : V(L) → Y . Let t ∈ Γ(V(L), π∗LL) be the tautological
section. It is easy to verify that the k-fold cyclic covering X is the zero locus
of the equation

tk − π∗Ls = 0.

in V(L). In particular, if {Uα, fα} represents local defining equations of the
branched divisor D on an open affine cover {Uα} of Y , then X is locally
defined by the equation

(1.1.1) tk − fα = 0.

The local equation (1.1.1) shows that X is non-singular if and only if k is
not divided by the characteristic of the base field K and D is non-singular.
Through this article, we always assume a k-cyclic covering is smooth, namely
the branched locus D is non-singular and k ∤ char(K).

Lemma 1.2. Let f : X → Y be a k-fold cyclic covering of Y branched along
a smooth effective divisor D. Let E be the rank two vector bundle OY ⊕ L
where L is the line bundle determining X. Denote by PL the projective bundle
p : P(E) → Y with the canonical line bundle OE(1) and R := f−1(D)red the
ramified divisor of f . We have

(i) the line bundle OPL
(X) associated to the divisor X on PL is isomorphic

to π∗Lk ⊗OE(k);

(ii) the normal bundle NX/PL
of X in PL is isomorphic to f∗Lk;

(iii) the ramified divisor OX(R) = f∗L;
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(iv) the canonical divisor κX of X is isomorphic to f∗(κY ⊗ Lk−1).

Proof. The line bundle OPL
(X) can be written as

OE(d)⊗ p∗M ,

for some integer d and a line bundle M ∈ Pic(Y ). Let ξ be any fiber of
the projection p : PL → Y . It follows from the defining equation (1.1.1) of
X that the intersection number [X] · [ξ] is equal to k. Hence d = k. Let
σ be the section of the projection p : PL → Y determined by the natural
surjective map E → OY , and let C be the image of the section σ. Then the
restriction of the canonical line bundle OP(E)(1) to C is isomorphic to OC .
Let τ ∈ Γ(PL, p

∗L) be the tautological section. Notice that X, as a divisor
of PL, is the zero set of the section τk − π∗s, and the closed subset C of
PL is the zero locus of the section τ . It implies the divisor X · C on C
corresponds to the section s. Therefore, the line bundle M is isomorphic to
Lk. It concludes the first assertion.

The line bundle associated to the divisor C on PL is isomorphic to
p∗L ⊗OE(1)(cf. [16, Proposition 2.6, §V]). Through the discussion in the last
paragraph, it is easily to see that OX(C) = f∗L. Hence we get OE(1)|X =
OX . As a consequence of the first assertion, we obtain

NX/PL
= OPL

(X)|X = f∗Lk ⊗OE(k)|X = f∗Lk.

The ramification locus R is exactly the zero set of the equation t = 0.
Hence R is the closed subset f−1(D) with the reduced induced structure.
As a result, we have OX(R) = f∗L.

The last assertion is due to the Hurwitz formula

κX = f∗κY ⊗OX(R)⊗k−1

since k is the ramification index of f . It follows from (iii) above that κX is
isomorphic to f∗(κY ⊗ Lk−1) □

2. Deformation theory and infinitesimal Torelli theorem

In this section, we show that the deformations of some automorphisms of
a cyclic coverings are unobstructed, cf. Theorem 2.8. We start with the
equivariant deformation theory.

Let X be a smooth and proper scheme over a field k, and let G be a
finite group of automorphisms ι : G →֒ Autk(X). Denote by Ck the category
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of Artinian local k-algebras with the residue field k. An infinitesimal de-
formation of (X, ι) over an Artinian local k-algebra A is a triple (X , ι̃, ψ)
consisting of

• a flat and proper scheme X over A;

• a k-isomorphism ψ : X ⊗A k → X;

• a group homomorphism ι̃ : G→ AutA(X ) lifts ι via ψ.

Two infinitesimal deformations (X , ι̃, ψ) and (X ′, ι̃′, ψ′) are called iso-
morphic if there exists a G-equivariant A-isomorphism

Φ : X → X ′

that induces the identity on the closed fiber X.

Definition 2.1. With the notations as above, the equivairant deformation
functor

DefGX : Ck → Sets

is a functor that associates to each k-algebra A of Ck the set of isomorphism
classes of infinitesimal deformations of (X, ι) over A.

Definition 2.2. [31, Definition 2.2] Suppose that F and H are covariant
functors from Ck to Sets. A natural transformation F → H is called smooth
if for any surjection B → A in Ck, the map

F (B) → F (A)×H(A) H(B)

is surjective. In particular, a single functor F is called smooth if F (B) →
F (A) is surjective for any surjection map B ↠ A in Ck.

The following result gives a standard way to prove when a natural trans-
formation between deformation functors is smooth.

Proposition 2.3. [32, Proposition 2.3.6] Suppose that a deformation func-
tor F (resp. H) on Ck has a pro-representable hull and an obstruction space
obs(F ) (resp. obs(H)). Let k[ϵ] ∈ Ck be the dual number and tF := F (k[ϵ]) be
the space of first-order deformations. If a natural transformation h : F −→
H satisfies the following two conditions:

1) the tangent map dh : tF → tH is surjective;
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2) the obstruction map δ : obs(F ) → obs(H) is injective,

then h is smooth.

In order to describe the tangent space and obstruction space of the
equivariant deformation functor, we briefly recall Grothendieck’s equivari-
ant cohomology theory [14]: Consider the covering map π : X → Y := X/G.
There are two left exact functor defined on the category of (G,OX)-modules,
namely πG∗ and ΓG(X, •). For any sheaf of G-module F on X, πG∗ (F ) is the
sheaf of OY -modules

V 7→ Γ(π−1V,F )G, where V is open in Y,

and ΓG(X,F ) is the group Γ(X,F )G. We denote by RqπG∗ (F ) (resp.
Hq(X,G,F )) the right derived functors of πG∗ (resp. Γ

G(X, •)). There exist
two Leray spectral sequences convergent to H•(X,G,F )

IEp,q
2 = Hp(Y,RqπG∗ (F )) ⇒ Hp+q(X,G,F ),

IIEp,q
2 = Hp(G,Hq(X,F )) ⇒ Hp+q(X,G,F ).

Suppose that X is a non-singular complete curve over k with a finite
group G acting on it. Let ΘX be the sheaf of tangent bundle of X. Bertin
and Mézard showed in [3] that the tangent space (resp. obstruction space) of
the equivariant deformation functor DefGX is H1(X,G,ΘX) (resp.
H2(X,G,ΘX)). The result naturally generalize to smooth proper k-schemes
of higher dimensions.

Assume that the characteristic of the field k does not divide the order
of the group G. Then for any coherent G-sheaf F , the cohomology group
Hq(X,F ) is a k-vector space and the group cohomology H∗(G,Hq(X,F ))
vanishes if ∗ ≠ 0. Therefore, in this situation, the second Leray spectral se-
quence degenerates, and we concludes that H1(X,ΘX)G (resp.
H2(X,ΘX)G) is the tangent space (resp. obstruction space) of the equiv-
ariant deformation functor DefGX .

Consider the natural forgetful map

(2.3.1) h : DefGX → DefX

assigning an infinitesimal deformation (X , ι̃, ψ) over A to the underlying
infinitesimal deformation X over A. Then the associated tangent map

dh : DefGX(k[ϵ]) = H1(X,ΘX)G → H1(X,ΘX) = DefX(k[ϵ])
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and the obstruction map

δ : obs(DefGX) = H2(X,ΘX)G → H2(X,ΘX) = obs(DefX)

are both natural inclusions.
In the rest of the section, we assume the base field is C.

Proposition 2.4. Use the same notations as above. Suppose that n is the
dimension of X and the cup product

(2.4.1) λp : H
1(X,ΘX) → Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp

X), Hn−p+1(X,Ωp−1
X ))

is injective for some p. If the group G acts trivially on Hn(X,C), then the
forgetful functor h in (2.3.1) is smooth.

Proof. We set F = DefGX and H = DefX in Proposition 2.3. Then the con-
dition (2) of Proposition 2.3 is automatically satisfied. In order to verify the
condition (1), we consider the diagram

(2.4.2) H1(X,ΘX)G //

��

Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp
X), Hn−p+1(X,Ωp−1

X ))G

H1(X,ΘX) // Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp
X), Hn−p+1(X,Ωp−1

X )).

The right vertical identity follows from the assumption that the action of G
on Hn(X,C) is trivial. Therefore, the injectivity of λp implies that

H1(X,ΘX)G = H1(X,ΘX).

Therefore, the forgetful functor h is smooth. □

The infinitesimal Torelli theorem of cyclic coverings over projective spaces
is explored by J. Wehler.

Theorem 2.5. ([34, Theorem 4.8]) Let X be a smooth cyclic covering of
Pn
C
of dimension n ≥ 2. Then the cup product

λp : H
1(X,ΘX) → Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp

X), Hn−p+1(X,Ωp−1
X ))

is injective for some p with the exceptions

• X is a 3-fold covering of P2 branched along a cubic curve;
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• X is a 2-fold covering of P2 branched along a quartic curve.

In Proposition 2.7, we will prove that the deformation functor DefX
is smooth. First of all, we briefly recall some notions of deformations of
morphisms. Let f : X → Z be a morphism between k-schemes, and let A be
an artinian local k-algebra. An infinitesimal deformation (X , F ) over A of
the morphism f is the cartesian diagrams

(2.5.1) X

f
��

// X

F
��

Z

��

// Z × Spec(A)

p

��

Spec(k) // Spec(A),

where p ◦ F is flat. Two deformations (X , F ) and (X ′, G) are isomorphic
if there exists an isomorphism ψ : X

∼
→ X ′ such that G ◦ ψ = F and the

restriction of ψ to the closed fiber X gives the identity IdX . One defines the
deformation functor of the morphism f

DefX/Z(A) = {isomorphic classes of infinitesimal deformations of f over A}.

We call the functor DefX/Z a local Hilbert functor, denoted by HX
Z , if f and

F in the diagram (2.5.1) are closed immersions. Let ϱ : DefX/Z → DefX and
δ : HX

Z → DefX be the natural forgetful maps.

Theorem 2.6. ([34, Theorem 3.9]) Let f : X → Pn
C

be a smooth k-fold
cyclic covering of dimension n ≥ 2. Recall that PL is the projective bun-
dle defined in 1.2. If X is not a K3-surface, then the forgetful maps ϱ :
DefX/Pn → DefX and δ : HX

PL
→ DefX are both smooth.

The smoothness of the map ϱ : DefX/Pn → DefX shows that any small
deformation of X is again a cyclic covering of Pn except K3 surfaces.

Proposition 2.7. Let X be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering of Pn
C
. The

deformation functor DefX is smooth.

Proof. If n = 1 then it is obvious that DefX is smooth. Therefore, we can
assume that n is at least 2. The obstruction space of the local Hilbert functor
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HX
PL

is isomorphic to H1(X,NX/PL
). By Proposition 1.2 (ii), we have

H1(X,NX/PL
) = H1(X, f∗Lk) = H1(Pn

C,L
k ⊗ f∗OX) = 0.

Hence HX
PL

is smooth. If X is not a K3 surface, the deformation functor
DefX is smooth since the forgetful morphism δ is smooth. When X is a K3
surface, the smoothness of DefX is well-known. □

Theorem 2.8. Suppose that X is a smooth k-fold cyclic covering of Pn
C
. Let

G be a finite subgroup of the automorphisms Aut(X). If G acts on Hn(X,C)
trivially, then the equivariant deformations of (X,G) is unobstructed, i.e. the
deformation functor DefGX is smooth except

• X is a 3-fold covering of P2 branched along a cubic curve;

• X is a 2-fold covering of P2 branched along a quartic curve;

Furthermore, under the above hypotheses, we have DefGX = DefX .

Proof. By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5, we conclude that the forgetful
functor h : DefGX → DefX is smooth in our case. We prove the deformation
functor DefX is smooth in Proposition 2.7, then it follows that DefGX is also
smooth. By the diagram (2.4.2), the differential map between the first-order
deformations

dh : DefGX(C[ϵ]) = H1(X,ΘX)G → H1(X,ΘX) = DefX(C[ϵ])

is an identity. It implies that DefGX = DefX . □

Remark 2.8.1. The theorem is saying that any automorphism in G can be
deformed to an automorphism along any deformation of X. Instead of using
the equivariant deformation theory, the second author provides an alterna-
tive viewpoint to prove this theorem from the variational Hodge conjectures
for graph cycles, cf. [26, Corollary 3.3].

3. Automorphisms of finite cyclic coverings

Lemma 3.1. Let f : X → Pn be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering branched
along a smooth hypersurface D, and let σ be an automorphism of X. De-
note by Cov(X/Pn) the group of covering transformations. Suppose that the
following two conditions

• the line bundle σ∗f∗OPn(1) is isomorphic to f∗OPn(1), ∀σ ∈ Aut(X);
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• dimH0(X, f∗OPn(1)) = n+ 1

are satisfied. Then there is a short exact sequence

(3.1.1) 1 −→ Cov(X/Pn) −→ Aut(X) −→ AutL(D) −→ 1.

Here the group AutL(D) indicates the group of the linear automorphisms of
D ⊆ Pn.

Proof. Under our assumptions, every automorphism σ induces a unique
automorphism µ of Pn such that f ◦ σ = µ ◦ f . In fact, the morphism f
gives rise to global sections si = f∗xi of f∗OPn(1) for i = {0, 1, . . . , n}. If
dimH0(X, f∗OPn(1)) = n+ 1, then the set {s0, . . . , sn} forms a basis of the
complete linear system |f∗OPn(1)|. If σ∗f∗OPn(1) is isomorphic to the line

bundle f∗OPn(1), then it follows that σ∗si =
n
∑

j=0
αijsj . Hence, the matrix

(αij)0≤i,j≤n gives the desired automorphism

µ
([

X0 : X1, . . . , Xn

])

=

[

n
∑

i=0

α0iXi, . . . ,

n
∑

i=0

αniXi

]

in Aut(Pn).
Throughout the above argument, the linear automorphism µ apparently

preserves the branch locus D. We thus obtain a homomorphism

Aut(X) → AutL(D)

σ → µ|D

with kernel Cov(X/Pn). The homomorphism Aut(X) → AutL(D) is surjec-
tive by the definition of the cyclic coverings. □

Lemma 3.2. Let X be smooth k-fold cyclic covering f : X → Pn branched
along a smooth hypersurface D. If X is not a hypersurfaces in Pn+1, then

dim H0(X, f∗OPn(1)) = n+ 1.

Proof. Assume that L is the line bundle OPn(m) such that Lk = OPn(D). X
is not a hypersurface if and only if m is greater than 1. Since f is a finite
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morphism, we have

H0(X, f∗OPn(1)) = H0(Pn,OPn(1)⊗ f∗OX)

=

k−1
⊕

i=0

H0(Pn,OPn(1)⊗ L−i).

Therefore we obtain dimH0(X,OX(1)) = n+ 1 when m > 1. □

In the rest of the section, we assume the base field is the complex num-
bers. In the following proposition, we investigate the smooth cyclic coverings
which satisfy the first condition in Lemma 3.1.

Proposition 3.3. Let X be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering f : X → Pn

branched along a smooth hypersurface D. If one of the following conditions
hold:

1) dimX ≥ 4;

2) dimX = 3 and the branch locus D is a smooth surface in P3 with
deg(D) ≥ 4,

then the Picard group of X is generated by the ample line bundle f∗OPn(1).
In particular, σ∗f∗OPn(1) is isomorphic to f∗OPn(1) for any automorphism
σ of X.

Proof. In keeping with the notations of Section 1, we denote by L, the line
bundle defining the cyclic covering X. Recall from Lemma 1.2 that the
ramification divisor R is isomorphic to f∗L. Hence R is an ample divisor.

(i) Suppose that the dimension ofX is at least 4. The Lefschetz hyperplane
section theorem[33, Theorem 1.23] gives the isomorphism

µ∗ : Pic(X) ≃ Pic(R).

induced by the inclusion µ : R →֒ X. In fact, we have the following
natural commutative diagram

(3.3.1) Pic(Pn)
ν∗

//

f∗

��

Pic(D)

f |∗B
��

Pic(X)
µ∗

// Pic(R).
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Again by the Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem, the homomor-
phism ν∗ induced by the natural inclusion is an isomorphism. And
f |R : R→ D is an isomorphism of varieties. Then it follows that

Pic(X) = Z⟨f∗OPn(1)⟩.

(ii) Suppose that the dimension of X is 3. It is easy to see that

Hj(X,OX) ≃ Hj(Pn, f∗OX) =

k−1
⊕

i=0

Hj(P3,L−i) = 0 for j = 1, 2.

Therefore the cycle class map c1 : Pic(X) → H2(X,Z) is an isomor-
phism for any smooth cyclic covering X.

Let D be a very general smooth surface in P3 with deg(D) ≥ 4,
the Noether–Lefschetz Theorem yields an isomorphism ν∗ : Pic(P3) →
Pic(D). Hence the induced map µ∗ : Pic(X) → Pic(R) is surjective
since it admits an inverse section f∗ ◦ ν∗−1 ◦ f∗|−1R , see the diagram
(3.3.1).

On the other hand, the restriction map H2(X,Z) → H2(R,Z) is in-
jective by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, which implies µ∗ :
Pic(X) → Pic(B) is injective. Therefore, we have

Pic(X) ≃ Pic(P3) = Z⟨OPn(1)⟩.

for a very general X.
Since the second cohomolgy group H2(−,Z) is a deformation invari-

ant. The assertion holds for any cyclic covering X of P3 branched along
a smooth surface D with degD ≥ 4. □

Theorem 3.4 (Finiteness of Automorphisms). Let X be a smooth
finite cyclic covering of Pn

C
branched along a smooth hypersurface D of degree

d. Assume that X is not a quadric hypersurface and the dimension of X is
at least 3. Then the automorphism group Aut(X) is finite. Moreover, if X
is very general, the automorphism group Aut(X) = Cov(X/Pn).

Proof. Note that X is a quadric hypersurface if and only if d = 2. In the
rest we may assume that d is at least 3.

• X is a smooth hypersurface in Pn+1 with n ≥ 3. Poonen proves that for
a smooth hypersurface Y ⊂ Pm of degree l, the linear automorphism
group AutL(Y ) is finite if m ≥ 2 and l ≥ 3, and Aut(Y ) = AutL(Y )
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if m ̸= 2, l ̸= 3 or m ̸= 3, l ̸= 4, see [30, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.3].
Therefore, in our case Aut(X) = AutL(X). In particular, the auto-
morphism group Aut(X) is finite.

• X is not a hypersurface. Then the two conditions in Lemma 3.1 hold for
X by Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. Therefore, by the exact sequence
(3.1.1) in Lemma 3.1 and the above Poonen’s result, we know Aut(X)
is finite.

For a very general X, we have Aut(X) = Cov(X/Pn) due to the
classical result in [23], which shows AutL(D)={id} for a very general
hypersurface D with deg(D) ≥ 3 and dimD ≥ 2. □

Remark 3.4.1. In [12] B. Fantechi and R. Pardini studied the similar
question on the automorphisms of abelian covers. An abelian cover is a
finite map f : X → Y whose Galois group is a finite abelian group G. If the
variety Y is smooth complete and X is normal, the abelian cover f can be
determined by the so-called “building data” (see [27]). The cyclic covers are
special abelian covers. And the data (L, D, k, s), which defines the cyclic
covers in our context, plays the role as the building data.

One of the main results in [12] says that if the building data of an
abelian cover X over Y with a finite abelian group G is sufficiently ample
and generic, then Aut(X) is equal to G. The ampleness is not necessary for
our conclusion in the above theorem, as shown it also holds for cyclic covers
with Calabi–Yau or Fano type.

Lemma 3.5. Let X be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering of a projective space
Pn
C
branched along a smooth divisor D. The representation on the group of

covering transformations

φ|Cov(X/Pn) : Cov(X/P
n) → GL(Hn(X,C))

is faithful.

Proof. Let L be the line bundle on Pn such that Lk = OPn(D). There is a
decomposition of the sheaf of differential forms(see [11, Lemma 3.16])

(3.5.1) f∗Ω
q
X = Ωq

Pn ⊕

k−1
⊕

i=1

Ωq
Pn(logD)⊗ L−i.

Suppose that g is a generator of the group Cov(X/Pn). For any integer
m the action of gm on the sheaf Ωq

Pr(logD)⊗ L−i is the multiplication by
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ϱmi where ϱ is the primitive k-th root of unity. The Hodge cohomology group
Hp(X,Ωq

X) splits into ϱmi-eigenvalue subspaces

(3.5.2) Hp(X,Ωq
X) = Hp(Pn,Ωq

Pn)⊕

k−1
⊕

i=1

Hp(Pn,Ωq
Pn(logD)⊗ L−i).

If the image φ(gm) is the identity IdHp(X,Ωq

X). Then m equals 0 modulo k.
Hence gm = IdX and the representation is faithful. □

Proposition 3.6. Let f : X → P2 be a smooth finite cyclic covering over
P2
C
. If X is not a quadric surface, then the action of Aut(X) on H2(X,C)

is faithful.

Proof. Suppose thatX is a k-fold covering with the line bundle L := OP2(m).
Recall Proposition 1.2 that the canonical line bundle κX is

(3.6.1) κX = f∗(κP2 ⊗ Lk−1).

If κX is trivial, X is a K3 surface. Then the conclusion is well known.
If κX is ample, it is isomorphic to f∗OP2(d) for some positive integer

d. The morphism f gives rise to global sections {si = f∗xi | i = 0, 1, 2},
which generate the line bundle f∗OP2(1). Let N =

(

d+2
d

)

− 1. Consider the d-
uple Veronese embedding νd : P2 →֒ PN . The composition h := νd ◦ f : X →
PN corresponds to the linear system {sd0, . . . , s

d
2} of the canonical divisor

κX . Assume that an automorphism σ ∈ Aut(X) acts trivially on H2(X,C).
Hence we have

σ∗ = Id |H0(X,κX) and σ∗h∗OPN (1) = σ∗κX = h∗OPN (1).

Therefore, h ◦ σ = h. It induces the following diagram

X

σ

��

f
  

h

((

P2 � � // PN

X

f
>>

h

66

Therefore, the automorphism σ lies in Cov(X/P2). By Lemma 3.5, we obtain
g = IdX .

If κX is anti-ample, i.e., X is a Fano surface, the possible cases are
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• (m, k) = (1, 2), X is a quadric surface in P3;

• (m, k) = (2, 2), X is a 2-fold covering branched over a quartic curve;

• (m, k) = (1, 3), X is a cubic surface in P3.

The last two cases are del Pezzo surfaces with degree 2 and 3 respectively.
Hence, they are blowups of projective planes along 7 and 6 points in general
position respectively. Denote the blowup by τ : X → P2 with exceptional
divisor Ei. If σ

∗ = Id on H2(X,C), then [σ(Ei)] · [Ei] = −1. Hence σ(Ei) =
Ei for all i. And the automorphism σ arises an automorphism ρ ∈ Aut(P2)
with τ ◦ σ = ρ ◦ τ and ρ fixes more than 4 points in general position. Then
It follows that ρ = IdP2 and σ = IdX . □

Specialization map. The proof of the main Theorem 3.7 involves the
“folklore” specialization map of automorphisms that we describe in the fol-
lowing. More details can be found in the articles [10] and [22].

Let k be an algebraically closed field. Assume Λ is a complete discrete
valuation ring with the residue field k and fraction field K. Let X/k be a
proper k-variety. Suppose that XΛ → Λ is a proper model of X/k. Let K̄ be
the algebraic closure of K, and let XK̄ be the geometric generic fiber of XΛ.

Any automorphism of XK̄ is an automorphism defined over a finite sub-
extension K ⊂ L ⊂ K̄. Hence we can regard Aut(XK̄/K̄) as the direct limit

lim
−→
K⊂L

Aut(XL/L).

For each K ⊂ L, let ΛL be the integral closure of Λ in L. Since Λ is a
complete discrete valuation ring, ΛL is again a complete discrete valuation
ring with the residue field k. An automorphism σ of XK̄ is called extendable
if a representative σ ∈ Aut(XL/L) for some finite extension K ⊂ L is the
restriction of an automorphism σ̃ ∈ Aut(XΛL

/ΛL). Then the restriction of
σ̃ to the special fiber of XΛL

gives an automorphism of Xk. In such manner,
the specilaization map is defined to be the group homomorphism

sp : Aute(XK̄/K̄) → Aut(Xk/k)

from the subgroup of extendable automorphisms to Aut(Xk/k).

Theorem 3.7. Let f : X → Pn
C
be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering over the

complex numbers with n ≥ 2. Suppose that X is not a quadric hypersurface.
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Then the natural representation

φ : Aut(X) −→ GL(Hn(X,C))

is faithful.

Proof. If the dimension of X is 2, it is a conclusion of Proposition 3.6. In
the following the dimension of X is at least 3.

By the standard Schlessinger’s criterion [31, Thm. 2.11, Prop. 3.10], the
deformation functor DefX has a pro-presentable hull (R, ξ) where R is a
complete local C-algebra. Thm. 2.6 and Prop. 2.7 show that the family ξ
remains a family of cyclic coverings of projective spaces and R is a power
series ring. In the following we assume R is a complete discrete valuation
ring

Let g be any automorphism of X such that φ(g) = Id, and let G be
the cyclic group generated by g. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that g has
finite order. Theorem 2.8 shows that the G-action on X can be lifted to
a G-action on the pro-representable hull (R, ξ). Then it gives rise to an
extendable automorphism σ of the geometric generic fiber XK̄ , which maps
to g via the specialization map. The geometric generic fiber is isomorphic to
a very general smooth cyclic covering of a projective space. By Theorem 5.4,
the group of automorphisms of a very general one consists of the covering
transformations. Therefore Lemma 3.5 asserts that σ is trivial, which implies
that g = IdX . □

4. Hodge decomposition for finite cyclic coverings

Let f : X → S be a smooth and proper morphism of schemes. The relative
algebraic de Rham cohomology is the hyper-cohomology of the algebraic de
Rham complex Ω•

X/S

Hk
dR(X/S) := Rkf∗Ω

•
X/S .

The first spectral sequence of the hyper-cohomology

(4.0.1) Ep,q
1 = Rqf∗Ω

p
X/S ⇒ Hp+q(X,Ω•

X/S)

is called the relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence of f : X → S. If
S = SpecC, the classical Hodge decomposition

⊕

p+q=k

Hq(X,Ωp
X/C)

∼= Hk
Betti(X,C)

∼= Hk
dR(X/C)
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shows that the spectral sequence (4.0.1) degenerates at E1.
In [8], Deligne proved the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence for families

of complete intersections degenerates at E1. The result is a consequence of
the following statements.

Theorem 4.1. [8, Exposé XI, Theorem 1.5] Let f : Y → S be a family of
smooth complete intersection of Pn+d

S of type (a1, . . . , ad). Let η ∈
H0(S,R1f∗Ω

1
Y/S) be the canonical section induced by the first Chern class

of O(1). Assume f : Y → S is smooth, then we have

1) a) Rqf∗Ω
p
Y/S = 0, if p ̸= q and p+ q ̸= n;

b) If 2p < n, then the global section ηi : OS → Rpf∗Ω
p
Y/S induced by

ηi is an isomorphism;
c) If n < 2p ≤ 2n, let the section ξp ∈ H0(S,Rpf∗Ω

p
Y/S) dual to the

section ηn−p ∈ H0(S,Rn−pf∗Ω
n−p
Y/S), then η

p = (
∏d

p=1 ap)ξp;

d) If n = 2m, then ηm ̸= 0 and the quotient Rmf∗Ω
m
Y/S/OS · ηm is lo-

cally free.

2) The coherent sheaf Rqf∗Ω
p
Y/S is locally free, and any base change map

is isomorphic.

3) The associated relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence degenerates
at E1.

The main goal of the section is to prove that the degeneration of the
relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence for families of cyclic coverings
of projective spaces. The proof imitates Deligne’s approach for complete
intersections. Using the sheaf of logarithmic differential forms, we prove
analogous statements as in Theorem 4.1 for a family of cyclic coverings of
projective spaces, see Theorem 4.5. Let us start with the definition of relative
cyclic coverings.

Definition 4.2. Let p : Pn
S → S be a projective bundle over a scheme S,

and let L be a positive line bundle OPn
S
(r). Let D, a family of hypersurfaces

of Pn
S over S, be the zero locus of a section s ∈ Hom(OPn

S
,Lk) for some

positive integer k. Consider the induced affine morphism

(4.2.1) X := Spec

(

k−1
⊕

i=0

L−i

)

f
−→ Pn

S
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determined by the section s. The family

π := p ◦ f : X → S

is called the family of k-fold cyclic coverings of Pn
S over S branched along D.

Remark 4.2.1. In the rest of the paper, we always assume our family of
cyclic coverings π : X → S is a smooth morphism. In fact, the family of
hypersurface D is smooth if the section s is chosen to be generic. Then π is
smooth if and only if for each point s ∈ S, the integer k is not divided by
the characteristic of the residue field κ(s). In other words, each geometric
fiber of π is non-singular.

Let Ωj
X be the sheaf of differential forms of a cyclic covering X. We have

seen in Lemma 3.5 the decomposition of the higher direct image f∗Ω
j
X in

terms of the sheaf of logarithmic differential forms due to Esnault–Viehweg
[11, Lemma 3.16 (d)]. The notion of the logarithmic differential forms can
be generalized to the relative settings. In the relative setting, we show that
the higher direct image of the sheaf of differential forms is decomposed into
the same form, see Lemma 4.3. In the following, we begin with the sheaf of
relative logarithmic differential forms, see [2, p. 137] for more details.

Let X be a smooth S-scheme. We say a closed subscheme D ⊂ X is a
divisor with normal crossing relative to S if there exists an étale covering
{Xi}i∈I of X such that for the induced closed subscheme Di = D ×Xi

X,
there exists an étale morphism Xi → An

S and a cartesian diagram

Di
//

��

Xi

��

V (t1 · · · tr) // An
S .

Here V (t1 · · · tr) is the normal crossing divisor of An
S which is defined by the

equation t1 · · · tr = 0. We simply say (t1, . . . , tn) is a coordinate system on
Xi. Let j : U := X/D be the open immersion. The de Rham complex with
logarithmic poles along D,

Ω•X/S(logD),

is a subcomplex of j∗Ω
•
U/S with local rational sections ω such that ω and dω

have at most simple poles along D. Assume (t1, . . . , tn) is a local coordinate
system on some étale neighborhood Xi. The OX -module Ω1

X/S(logD) is
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locally free with the basis {dt1
t1
, . . . , dtrtr , dtr+1, . . . , dtn}. It is not hard to

verify that the OX -module Ωi
X/S(logD) equals ∧iΩ1

X/S(logD).

Lemma 4.3. Consider the diagram

(4.3.1)

X Pn
S

S

f

π p

for the smooth family of k-fold cyclic coverings defined in Definition 4.2. We
have that

Rif∗Ω
j
X/S = 0, i ̸= 0;(4.3.2)

f∗Ω
j
X/S = Ωj

Pn
S/S

⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ;(4.3.3)

Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S = Rip∗



Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ



 .(4.3.4)

Proof. The morphism f is finite. Hence the vanishing of (4.3.2) follows.
The decomposition (4.3.3) is a relative version of the result [11, Lemma

3.16 (d)]. The proof here is essentially the same. Firstly, we claim the fol-
lowing relative Hurwitz’s formula

(4.3.5) f∗Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD) = Ωj
X/S(log f

∗D).

The natural pullback gives an canonical map

f∗Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD) → Ωj
X/S(log f

∗D).

Since the sheaf of logarithmic differential forms is locally free, the canonical
map is isomorphic if it is surjective. Hence it suffices to show that locally the
image of the generators of Ωj

Pn
S/S

(logD) generates the sheaf Ωj
X/S(log f

∗D).
Let An

S be an affine open subset of Pn
S , and let V ⊂ X be the inverse

image f−1(An
S). Denote by s′ the local section of the branched locus D ∩

An
S on An

S . The tuple {s′, x1, . . . , xn−1} forms a coordinate system on An
S ,

which induces a basis {ds′, dx1, . . . , dxn−1} of Ω1
An

S/S
. Then the sheaf of

logarithmic 1-forms Ω1
An

S/S
(logD) is locally free of finite type with a ba-

sis {ds′

s′ , dx1, . . . , dxn−1}. Similarly, let {t′, f∗x1, . . . , f
∗xn−1} be the induced
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local coordinate system on V , where t′ is a local section on V satisfying

t′k − f∗(s′) = 0, cf.(1.1.1).

Then {dt′

t′ , f
∗dx1, . . . , f

∗dxn−1} forms a local basis of Ω1
V/S(log f

∗D). The

equation t′k − f∗(s′) = 0 implies

f∗
ds′

s′
=
dt′k

t′k
= k ·

dt′

t′
.

The integer k can be inverted in the ring Γ(S,OS) since k is not divided
by the characteristic of the residue field of any point of S. Therefore, the
differential form f∗ ds

′

s′ and sheaf f∗Ω1
An

S/S
generate Ω1

V/S(log f
∗D), and the

entire relative Hurwitz’s formula follows from the exterior products.
Following the Hurwitz’s formula, we have a natural inclusion

f∗Ω
j
X/S ⊂ f∗Ω

j
X/S(log f

∗D) ∼= Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ f∗OX

=

k−1
⊕

i=0

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−i.

We claim that the subsheaf

Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊕

k−1
⊕

i=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−i ⊆

k−1
⊕

i=0

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−i

equals the image of f∗Ω
j
X/S . In fact, a local section σ of Ωj

Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−i

can be written as σ = ψ · s′i for some local section ψ of Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD) and

the local generator s′ of the bundle L−1. The section ψ has the form

ω ∧
ds′

s′
or ω,

where the local section ω has no pole along D. Therefore, the pullback of
the section σ is given by

f∗σ = k · f∗ω ∧
dt′

t′
· f∗s′i = k · f∗ω ∧

dt′

t′
· t′i or

f∗σ = f∗ω · f∗s′i = f∗ω · t′i.

Note that σ lies in f∗Ω
j
X/S if and only if the differential form f∗σ has no pole

along the divisor R. Therefore, the local section σ lies in f∗Ω
j
X/S if and only
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if i ≥ 1 or i = 0, ψ = ω, i.e. σ is a local section of Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊕
k−1
⊕

i=1
Ωj

Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗

L−i. We obtain the second formula.
Using the diagram (4.3.1), we obtain the Leray spectral sequence

(4.3.6) Ea,b
2 = Rap∗R

bf∗Ω
j
X/S =⇒ Riπ∗Ω

j
X/S , a+ b = i.

By the first assertion, we have Ea,b
2 = 0 unless b = 0. Therefore, the spectral

sequence (4.3.6) degenerates and it follows from the second assertion that

Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S = Ei,0

∞ = Ei,0
2 = Rip∗



Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ



 .
□

Proposition 4.4. Let π : X → S be the smooth family of k-fold cyclic cov-
erings determined by the line bundle L as in Definition 4.2. Then we have

Riπ∗(Ω
j
X/S ⊗ f∗L−m) = 0, i+ j < n,m ≥ 1.

Proof. The Leray spectral sequence argument as (4.3.6) shows

Riπ∗(Ω
j
X/S ⊗ f∗L−m)

= Rip∗



Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊗ L−m ⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ ⊗ L−m



 .

It follows from Bott’s vanishing theorem [8, Exposé XI, Theorem 1.1]
that Rip∗(Ω

j
Pn
S/S

⊗ L−m) = 0. Therefore, it suffices to show

(4.4.1) Rip∗(Ω
j
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗OPn
S
(r)) = 0 for i+ j < n and r < 0.

Denote by A∨ the line bundle OPn
S
(r). Consider the short exact sequence of

residue map on logarithmic differential forms

(4.4.2) 0 → Ωj
Pn
S/S

→ Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)
res
−−→ ι∗Ω

j−1
D/S → 0

where ι : D →֒ Pn
S is the natural inclusion. In order to prove (4.4.1), it suffices

to show

Rip∗(Ω
j
Pn
S/S

⊗A∨) = 0 for i+ j < n,

and Rqp∗(ι∗Ω
p
D/S ⊗A∨) = 0 for q + p < dimD.
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The first conclusion follows again from the Bott’s vanishing theorem since
the invertible sheaf A∨ is negative. We prove the second one in the following.

Let d be the degree of the smooth divisor D. Consider a natural resolu-
tion

0 → OD(−p · d) → Ω1
Pn
S/S

(−(p− 1) · d)|D → · · · → Ωp
Pn
S/S

|D → Ωp
D/S → 0.

of the sheaf of differential forms Ωp
D/S . Tensoring the resolution with ι∗A∨,

we obtain a complex K• whose a-th term is (Ωa
Pn
S/S

(−(p− a) · d)⊗A∨)|D.
Then the hypercohomology spectral sequence for the complex K• is

Ea,b
1 := Rbp∗(Ω

a
Pn
S/S

(−(p− a) · d)⊗A∨|D)

⇒ Ra+bp∗(K
•) = Ra+b−pp∗(Ω

p
D/S ⊗A∨|D)

We claim that

(4.4.3) Rbp∗(Ω
a
Pn
S/S

(−(p− a) · d)⊗A∨|D) = 0 for a+ b < dimD.

For simplicity, denote by L the negative line bundle OPn
S/S

(−(p− a) ·
d)⊗A∨, and consider the short exact sequence

0 → Ωa
Pn
S/S

(−d)⊗ L → Ωa
Pn
S/S

⊗ L → Ωa
Pn
S/S

⊗ L |D → 0.

It is easy to see the claim (4.4.3) follows from the Bott’s vanishing

Rbp∗(Ω
a
Pn
S/S

⊗ L ) = 0 for a+ b < n− 1

Rb+1p∗(Ω
a
Pn
S/S

(−d)⊗ L ) = 0 for a+ b < n− 1.
□

Theorem 4.5. Recall the diagram (4.3.1). Let η ∈ H0(S,R1p∗Ω
1
Pn
S/S

) be
global section induced by the first Chern class of the canonical line bundle
O(1) on Pn

S/S, and let f∗η ∈ H0(S,R1π∗Ω
1
X/S) be global section induced by

the first Chern class of f∗O(1). We have

1) Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S = 0, if i ̸= j and i+ j ̸= n,

2) if 2i ̸= n, the global section f∗ηi : OS → Riπ∗Ω
i
X/S is an isomorphism.

3) the coherent sheaves Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S are locally free for any i, j, and any

base change map is isomorphic,
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4) the relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence

(4.5.1) Ej,i
1 = Riπ∗Ω

j
X/S =⇒ Ri+jπ∗(Ω

•
X/S)

degenerates at the level E1, and any base change map of the spectral
sequences are isomorphic.

Proof. Recall Lemma 4.3 that

Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S = Rip∗



Ωj
Pn
S/S

⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ωj
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ



 .

It follows from the claim (4.4.1) in Proposition 4.4 that

Rip∗(Ω
j
Pn
S/S

(logD)⊗ L−µ) = 0, for i+ j ≤ n− 1.

Therefore, f∗ : Rip∗Ω
j
Pn
S/S

→ Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S is an isomorphism for i+ j ≤ n− 1.

Hence the first two assertions holds for i+ j ≤ n− 1. By Serre duality[15,
III 12, p. 211], there is a canonical isomorphism

℘ : Riπ∗Ω
j
X/S → Hom(Rn−iπ∗Ω

n−j
X/S ,OS)

Therefore, the first two assertions are also true for i+ j ≥ n+ 1.
The strategy for the proof of assertions (3) and (4) follows Deligne’s

idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1. One can reduce it to the case where S is
“universal”. Namely, there exists a universal family of k-fold cyclic coverings
of projective spaces X → U such that the family X → S is a pull-back. If
the statements in (3) and (4) hold for the universal family X → U , the base
change property yields the results for X → S. The advantage to employ the
universal family is that U is smooth and of finite type over SpecZ.

To be precise, the universal family can be constructed as follows. Let PN

be the universal parameter space of degree k · r hypersurfaces in Pn
Z
, where

N =
(

kr+n
n

)

− 1. We take U to be the open subset of PN that parametrizes
smooth hypersurfaces and D → U be the universal family of degree k · r
smooth hypersurfaces. Then there is a unique morphism φ : S → U such
that D is the pullback of the universal family D . By shrinking U , we obtain
the smooth family of k-fold cyclic coverings X → U branched at D . There-
fore, the family X → S is the pullback of X → U along the morphism φ.
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According to the above argument, we may assume S is an integral scheme
that smooth over SpecZ. In particular, the function field of S has charac-
teristic zero. Notice that the function of the Euler characteristic

s 7→
∑

i

(−1)i dimH i(Xs,Ω
j
Xs
)

for a fixed integer j is constant since S is reduced. We already knew the
coherent sheaf Riπ∗Ω

j
X/S is locally free for all i, j except i+ j = n. Therefore

upper semi-continuous function

s 7→ dimH i(Xs,Ω
j
Xs
)

is indeed constant on S for all i, j. As a consequence, since S is integral and
Noetherian scheme, the coherent sheaf Riπ∗Ω

j
X/S is locally free for all i, j by

[16, Corollary 12.9]. In addition, the locally freeness implies the base change
map is isomorphic, see [2, Proposition 6.6, p. 129].

Let Ej,i
1,s := Riπ∗Ω

j
Xs

(resp. Ej,i
∞,s) be the E1-terms (resp. Ej,i

∞,s-term)
of the induced spectral sequence at any point s ∈ S. Let η be the generic
point of S. The sheaves Riπ∗Ω

j
X are locally free. Hence we have rkEj,i

1,η =

rkEj,i
1,s for any s ∈ S. By the definition of spectral sequences, the ranks

of the terms decrease, i.e. rkEj,i
1,s ≥ rkEj,i

∞,s. The semi-continuity theorem

concludes rkEj,i
∞,s ≥ rkEj,i

∞,η. Recall the characteristic of η is zero, for which
the Hodge decomposition holds. Hence the spectral sequence degenerates
at E1, i.e. rkE

j,i
∞,η = rkEj,i

1,η. As a result, all the inequalities involved are
equalities. Therefore the relative Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence (4.5.1)
degenerates at E1 for any point s ∈ S. □

4.1. The infinitesimal Torelli theorem

In Theorem 2.5, we present J. Wehler’s infinitesimal Torelli theorem of a
complex cyclic covering of a projective space. The proof is to use Flenner’s
criterion for infinitesimal Torelli theorem of compact Kähler manifolds, see
[13, Theorem 1.1]. D. Zhang generalized Flenner’s criterion to algebraic va-
rieties over an arbitrary field as follows.

Theorem 4.6. [5, Appendix A] Let X be a smooth proper scheme of di-
mension n over a field K. Assume Ω1

X/K admits a short exact sequence

0 → G → F → Ω1
X/K → 0
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of locally free sheaves. Let DrG be the divided power Symr(G∨)∨, and let κX
be the canonical sheaf of X. If the following two conditions:

1) Hj+1(X, Symj G ⊗ Λn−j−1F ⊗ κ−1X ) = 0 for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 2;

2) the pairing

H0(X,Dn−p(G
∨)⊗ κX)⊗H0(X,Dp−1(G

∨)⊗ κX)

→ H0(X,Dn−1(G
∨)⊗ κ2X)

is surjective for a positive integer p not larger than n

are satisfied, then the cup product map

(4.6.1) λp : H
1(X,ΘX) → Hom(Hn−p(X,Ωp

X/K), Hn+1−p(X,Ωp−1
X/K))

is injective.

Theorem 4.7. Let X be a smooth k-fold cyclic covering of Pn
K branched

along the smooth divisor D over a field K. Suppose that n is at least 2.
Then the cup product (4.6.1) is injective for X with the only exceptions

• X is a 3-fold covering of P2
K branched along a cubic curve;

• X is a 2-fold covering of P2
K branched along a quartic curve;

Proof. The proof is to verify the two conditions in Theorem 4.6 for the
cyclic coverings in the above cases. The conditions in Theorem 4.6 have the
same formats as the original ones in Flenner’s theorem. Then our proof just
copy J. Wehler’s arguments in the proof of Thm. 2.5. The major part of his
arguments is independent of the characteristic of the base field. In the proof,
we take care of the computations where the characteristic matters.

Let f : X → Pn be the smooth k-fold cyclic covering, and let L := O(m)
be the line bundle that generates the algebra f∗OX . If m = 1, then X is a
hypersurface of degree k in Pn+1. The infinitesimal Torelli theorem holds for
a smooth hypersurface by [5, Proposition A.9.] except when X is a cubic sur-
face, i.e. k = 3, n = 2. Hence we may assume that m ≥ 2. Recall Lemma 1.2,
X is a smooth divisor of the projective bundle PL and the normal bundle
NX/PL

is isomorphic to f∗Lk. We have the natural short exact sequence

(4.7.1) 0 → f∗L−k → Ω1
PL

|X → Ω1
X/K → 0.
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Using this sequence, the cohomology group in condition (1) is the fol-
lowing

Hj(X, f∗L−(j−1)k ⊗ Ωn−j
PL

|X ⊗ κ−1X ), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1

The cohomology group can be calculated by the exact sequence

0 → f∗Ωn−j
Pn → Ωn−j

PL
|X → f∗(Ω

n−(j+1)
Pn ⊗ L−1) → 0.

It is easy to see that

(4.7.2) Hj(X, f∗(L−(j−1)k ⊗ Ωn−j
Pn )⊗ κ−1X ) =

k−1
⊕

i=0

Hj(Pn,OPn(li)⊗ Ωn−j
Pn )

with li = m(1− kj − i) + n+ 1). The cohomologyHj(Pn,OPn(li)⊗ Ωn−j
Pn ) ̸=

0 if and only if (n,m, k, j, i) = (2, 3, 2, 1, 0). Similarly, we have

Hj(X, f∗(L−k(j−1)−1 ⊗ Ωn−j−1
Pn )⊗ κ−1X )(4.7.3)

=

k−1
⊕

i=0

Hj(Pn,OPn(li)⊗ Ωn−j+1
Pn )

with li = m(−jk − i) + n+ 1. The cohomology Hj(Pn,OPn(li)⊗ Ωn−j+1
Pn ) ̸=

0 if and only if (n,m, k, j, i) = (3, 2, 2, 1, 0). For details we refer to the original
proof of [34, Theorem 4.8]. Let us examine the two additional cases.

• (n,m, k, j) = (2, 3, 2, 1). In this case, X is a double cover of a sex-
tic curve, i.e. a K3 surface. It is well-known that the infinitesimal Torelli
theorem is true for a K3 surface.

• (n,m, k, j) = (3, 2, 2, 1). Recall that κX = f∗(κP3 ⊗ L). The non-
vanishing terms of equations (4.7.2) and (4.7.3) are

H1(X, f∗(Ω1
P3 ⊗ L−1)⊗ κ−1X ) = H1(P3,Ω1

P3 ⊗ κ−1
P3 ⊗ L−2 ⊗ f∗OX)

=

1
⊕

i=0

H1(P3,Ω1
P3(−2i)) = H1(P3,Ω1

P3)

and

H2(X, f∗Ω2
P3 ⊗ κ−1X ) = H2(P3,Ω2

P3(2)⊗ f∗OX)

=

1
⊕

i=0

H2(P3,Ω2
P3(2− 2i)) = H2(P3,Ω2

P3).
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Then we can compute the cohomology group H1(X,Ω2
PL

|X ⊗ κ−1X ) through
the exact sequence

0 → H1(X, g∗Ω2
PL

⊗ κ−1X ) → H1(P3,Ω1
P3)

δ
−→ H2(P3,Ω2

P3).

induced by the exact sequence (cf. (4.7.1))

0 → f∗Ω2
P3 → Ω2

PL
|X → f∗(Ω1

P3 ⊗ L−1) → 0.

The connecting morphism δ is the cup product with the first Chern
class c1(LD) of the divisor D. The degree of D is equal to m · k = 4. The
characteristic of the field K does not divide the integer k since the cyclic
covering X is non-singular. It implies the connecting morphism is injective
and H1(X, g∗Ω2

PL
⊗ κ−1X ) = 0. Therefore, the case (n,m, k) = (3, 2, 2) satis-

fies the condition (1).
For condition (2), it amounts to show that:

∃p ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, ∃j ∈ {0, . . . , i}

such that the pairing

H0(Pn, κPn ⊗ Lk−1 ⊗ Lk(n−p) ⊗ L−j)

⊗H0(Pn, κPn ⊗ Lk−1 ⊗ Lk(p−1) ⊗ L−(i−j))

→ H0(Pn, κ2Pn ⊗ L2(k−1) ⊗ Lk(n−1) ⊗ L−i)

is surjective. This claim is true for all n,m, k apart from n = m = 2, k = 2
or 3, see [34, Theorem 4.8]. Again we examine the exceptional cases in the
following.

• (n,m, k) = (2, 2, 2). The infinitesimal Torelli theorem fails for this case
because H2(X,OX) and H0(X,Ω2

X) equal zero but H1(X,ΘX) ̸= 0.
• (n,m, k) = (2, 2, 3). Look at the map

λn : H1(X,ΘX) → Hom(H0(X,Ωn
X), H1(X,Ωn−1

X )).

For a compact Kähler n-manifoldX, Lieberman, Peters, and Wilsker created
a Koszul complex. The cohomology of which forms the obstructions of the
injectivity of λn, see [21, Theorem 1′]. However, the construction of the
Koszul complex is also independent of the base field. Hence we can employ
their technique and result to smooth projective varieties over an arbitrary
field.
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The obstruction in [21, Theorem 1′] can be described as follows. Let G be
a globally generated line bundle of X such that Gd = κX for some d ≥ 1. If
the cohomology H2

koz(H
0(X,Ωn−1

X ⊗ G)) = 0, then the map λn is injective.
In our case, the canonical sheaf κX is f∗OP2(1). Take G = f∗OP2(1) =:

OX(1). It suffices to show

H0(X,Ω1
X ⊗OX(1)) = 0.

It follows from Lemma 4.3 that

H0(X,Ω1
X ⊗OX(1)) = H0(P2,OP2(1)⊗ f∗Ω

1
X)

= H0(P2,Ω1
P2(1))⊕

2
⊕

i=1

H0(P2,Ω1
P2(logD)⊗OP2(1)⊗ L−i)

=

2
⊕

i=1

H0(P2,Ω1
P2(logD)⊗OP2(1)⊗ L−i).

Note that the invertible sheaf OP2(1)⊗ L−i is negative. The result in (4.4.1)
concludes that

H0(P2,Ω1
P2(logD)⊗OP2(1)⊗ L−i) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2.

To summarize the proof: the conditions in Theorem 4.6 are satisfied for
m ≥ 2 with exceptions (n,m, k) = (2, 3, 2), (2, 2, 3), (2, 2, 2). The infinitesi-
mal Torelli theorem only fails for the third one. Therefore our assertion
follows. □

Remark 4.7.1. For abelian covers, under some ampleness assumptions on
the building data, the infinitesimal Torelli of n-forms is also true. See [28].

5. Automorphisms in positive characteristic

Fix an algebraically closed field K of positive characteristic. We begin with
a criterion of the lifting of automorphisms.

Theorem 5.1. [26, Theorem 1.7] Let X̄ be an n-dimensional smooth pro-
jective scheme over the Witt ring W :=W (K) of K, and let X be the spe-
cial fiber over Spec(K). Assume that the relative Hodge-de Rham spectral
sequences of X̄/W degenerates at E1, and all the terms in the spectral se-
quence are locally free. Assume that g0 is an automorphism of X such that
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the map

Hn
cris(g0) : H

n
cris(X/W ) → Hn

cris(X/W )

preserves the Hodge filtrations induced by the natural identification

Hn
cris(X/W ) ∼= Hn

DR(X̄/W ).

If the cup product

H1(X,TX) →
⊕

p+q=n

Hom(Hq(X,Ωp
X/K),Hq+1(X,Ωp−1

X/K))

is injective, then one can lift g0 to an automorphism g : X̄ → X̄ of X̄ overW .

By the results obtained in the previous section, the criteria in the above
statements are satisfied for smooth cyclic coverings of projective spaces with
few exceptions. The lifting of particular automorphisms is essential to prove
the main theorem 5.5.

In the rest of the section, very often we need a simple observation: any
smooth cyclic covering of a projective space over the field K can be lifted to
a smooth cyclic covering over the Witt ring W (K) of K. This is due to a
variant of the universal parameter space in the proof of Theorem 4.5. Hereby
we give a brief illustration. LetX be a smooth cyclic covering branched along
a smooth hypersurface D defined over K. Denote by R the Witt ring W (K)
of K. Consider the universal parameter space UR of degree deg(D) smooth
hypersurfaces with R-coefficients. Then D corresponds to a K-point of UR.
Locally UR is a smooth R-algebra. Since R is a complete local ring, by the
smooth lifting property, the map

MorR(SpecR,UR) → MorR(SpecK,UR)

is surjective. Therefore the smooth branch locus D lifts to a smooth hy-
persurface over R. We thus get a cyclic coverings X̄ over R which lifts the
originalX. Note that X̄ is smooth since the characteristics of SpecR consists
of {0, char(K)}.

Lemma 5.2. Let X be a smooth k-cyclic covering of Pn
K branched along

a smooth hypersurface D and n ≥ 2. Then H1(X,OX) = H0(X,Ω1
X) = 0.

Moreover, if n = 2 and the canonical bundle κX is ample or trivial, then
H0(X,TX) = 0.
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Proof. Let the scheme S in Lemma 4.3 be the spectrum of the field K, and
let L be the line bundle on Pn

K determining X. Then Lemma 4.3 shows

H1(X,OX) = H1



Pn
K ,

k−1
⊕

µ=0

L−µ



 = 0.

Similarly, the equation (4.4.1) implies

H0(X,Ω1
X) = H0



Pn
K ,Ω

1
Pn ⊕

k−1
⊕

µ=1

Ω1
Pn(logD)⊗ L−µ



 = 0.

Now assume n = 2 and the canonical divisor κX is ample. By Serre
duality we have

H0(X,TX) = H2(X,Ω1
X/K ⊗ κX).

Let W :=W (K) be the Witt ring of K. Since the cyclic covering X can be
lifted to the Witt ring W and κX is ample, the vanishing of the cohomology
group H2(X,Ω1

X/K ⊗ κX) is a consequence of the Kodaira–Akizuki–Nakano

vanishing in positive characteristic, see [7, Corollary 2.8].
If n = 2 and κX is trivial, then X is a K3 surface. In this case it is well

known that H0(X,TX) = 0. □

Lemma 5.3. Let X be a smooth k-cyclic covering over Pn
K branched along

D(⊆ Pn
K) with n ≥ 2. Then the Néron–Severi group NS(X) is torsion free.

Proof. In fact, by the universal coefficient theorem of crystalline cohomology,
we have a short exact sequence
(5.3.1)

0 → H1
cris(X/W )⊗W K → H1

DR(X/K) → TorW1 (H2
cris(X/W ),K) → 0

where W is the Witt ring of K. It follows from Lemma 4.3 and (4.4.1)
that H1(X,OX) and H0(X,Ω1

X) are zero. By the Hodge-de Rham spectral
sequence, H1

DR(X/K) = 0. It implies TorW1 (H2
cris(X/W ),K) = 0, in other

words, the crystalline cohomology H2
cris(X/W ) is p-torsion free. By a theo-

rem of Illusie and Deligne, see [6, Remark 3.5] and [18], we have an injection

NS(X)⊗ Zp →֒ H2
cris(X/W ).

We conclude that NS(X) is p-torsion-free.
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On the other hand, for any prime l ̸= p, we have the short exact sequence
[24, Chapter V, Remark 3.29 (d)]

(5.3.2) 0 → NS(X)⊗ Zl → H2
ét(X,Zl(1)) → Tl(Br(X)) → 0.

We claim that H2
ét(X,Zl(1)) is torsion free. Therefore, the group NS(X) is

torsion-free.
In fact, we denote the natural lifting of X over W by X. Choose an

embedding W → C. We have the variety XC which is a k-cyclic covering
over Pn

C
. Since a cyclic covering over a projective space is a hypersurface

in a weighted projective space, it is simply connected by [9, Theorem 3.2.4
(ii)’].

By the universal coefficient theorem, we have

H2
sing(XC,Zl) = Hom(H2(XC,Z),Zl) = lim

←−n
Hom(H2(XC,Z),Z/l

nZ)

= lim
←−n

H2
ét(XC,Z/l

nZ) = H2
ét(XC,Zl) = H2

ét(X,Zl).

Since H2
sing(XC,Zl) is torsion free, the group H2

ét(X,Zl) is torsion-free. The
claim holds for X over K. □

Denote by Aut(X)tr the kernel of Aut(X) → Hn
ét(X,Ql) (l ̸= char(K)).

Lemma 5.4. Let X be a smooth k-cyclic covering over Pn
K branched along

D with n ≥ 2. If X is not a quadric hypersurface, i.e. degD ≥ 3, then
Aut(X)tr is finite.

Proof. By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, we conclude that NS(X) = Pic(X)
is torsion free. Therefore, the following map

(5.4.1) c1 : Pic(X) → Pic(X)⊗ Zl → H2
ét(X,Zl(1))

is injective by (5.3.2) where l is a prime different from char(K).

• For n ≥ 3. We claim Pic(X) = Z. In fact, we can lift X to a cyclic
covering X over complex numbers C with H2

ét(X,Ql) = H2
ét(X,Ql).

By Proposition 3.3, we have H2
ét(X,Ql) = Ql. The claim follows from

Lemma 5.3. (If the degree of D is 3, then X is a cubic hypersurface of
dimension at least 3 and the statement still holds by the Grothendieck–
Lefschetz theorem). The claim implies that every automorphism pre-
serves the ample line bundle f∗OPn(1). Note that AutL(D) is finite if
deg(D) ≥ 3 ([30, Theorem 1.3]). It follows from Lemma 3.1, Lemma
3.2, and Proposition 3.1 that Aut(X) is finite.
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• For n = 2. We choose a very ample line bundle L on X such that the
complete linear system |L| : X → PN induces an embedding. It follows
from the injectivity of the map c1 (5.4.1) and the torsion-freeness of
Pic(X) that every automorphism f ∈ Auttr(X) fixes the line bundle
L, i.e., f∗L = L. Therefore, we have a linear automorphism g inducing
the following diagram

X
|L|

//

f
��

PN

g
��

X
|L|

// PN .

Let G = {h ∈ PGLN+1|h(X) = X}. We have Auttr(X) ⊆ G. We claim
G is an algebraic subgroup of PGLN+1. In fact, consider the Hilbert
scheme HilbpX(t)(P

N ) that parametrizesX. There is a natural action of
PGLN+1 on HilbpX(t)(P

N ). The stabilizer of this action of the point [X]
parameterizing X is G. Therefore, G is algebraic. On the other hand,
the infinitesimal automorphism of X is trivial, i.e., H0(X,TX) = 0 (cf.
Lemma 5.2). It follows that G is a subgroup scheme of PGLN+1 with
dim(G) = 0, hence, it is finite. We conclude that Auttr(X) is finite.

□

Theorem 5.5. Let K be an algebraically closed field of positive character-
istic, and let X be a smooth cyclic covering of Pn

K with n ≥ 2. If X is not
a quadric hypersurface, then the action of the automorphism group Aut(X)
on Hn

ét
(X,Ql) (l ̸= char(K)) is faithful, i.e., the natural map

Aut(X) → Aut(Hn
ét(X,Ql))

is injective.

Proof. Suppose that g0 is an automorphism of X and in Aut(X)tr. It follows
from Lemma 5.4 that g0 is of finite order. Let W be the Witt ring of K.
Note that

det(Id−g∗0t,H
n
cris(X/W )W [ 1

p
]) = det(Id−g∗0t,H

n
ét(X,Ql)),

see [20, Theorem 2] and [17, 3.7.3 and 3.10]. The finiteness of the order of
g0 implies that Hn

ét(g0,Ql) = Id if and only if Hn
cris(g0)W [ 1

p
] = Id since both

Hn
ét(g0,Ql) and Hn

cris(g0)W [ 1
p
] are diagonalizable. Note that X can be lift to
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W as a smooth cyclic covering of Pn
W . Let X be a such lifting of the X over

W . It follows from Theorem 4.5 that

Hn
cris(X/W ) = Hn

DR(X/W )

is a finite free W -module. Therefore, we have Hn
cris(g0) = Id.

By Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.7, the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold
for g0 except when X is

• a 3-fold covering of P2
K branched along a cubic curve,

• a 2-fold covering of P2
K branched along a quartic curve.

For all other cases, one can lift the automorphism g0 to an automorphism
g of X/W . Then the proof in Theorem 3.7 can be applied to obtain the
conclusions. Recall that the canonical bundle is

κX = f∗(κP2 ⊗ Lk−1).

The canonical bundles of the above two excluded cases are anti-ample, i.e.
where X is a Fano surface. The possible types of X are listed in the proof of
Proposition 3.6. Since every Fano surface is a blowup of the projective plane,
we can use the same argument in Proposition 3.6 to prove the theorem for
these two cases . □
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